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ABOUT US

ABOUT US
Hi there! I’m Stephanie, but I like to go by “Steph”. 
After much soul searching, I’ve decided to join my 
husband, Kaiel, on this photography adventure. 
Away from the camera, I love hanging out with Kaiel 
and our one-year-old son, Kai (Kai means “ocean” in 
Hawaiian. Noticing a theme here?). We love 
spending time outdoors—especially at the beach. I 
really hope you enjoy our team effort to bring you 
the wedding portfolio of your dreams.

I’m Kaiel (pronounced like “Kyle”). I’m the Wave of 
the duo being anywhere from gentle to very much 
alive. I’m active, fun, and lively—you’ll ALWAYS 
catch me on the dance floor! Aside from that, Steph 
and I love spending time at the beach (fun fact: we 
got engaged at Lanikai Beach on Oahu), hanging out 
at Disneyland, and collaborating together for Shore 
& Wave. My love for Stephanie is greater than any 
wave you could imagine. I desire to be the best 
husband and father that is supportive, encouragain, 
daring, fun, and almost untameable.Videography is 
my passion and I hope to be able to share that with 
you!



PHOTO & VIDEO PRICING

PHOTO & VIDEO PRICING

COLLECTION ONE ~ $4,000

6 hours coverage

3-4 minute film

Online gallery delivery within 10 weeks

Minimum of 50 images per hour of coverage

Complete tone and color editing

Full photo and printing rights for all images

COLLECTION TWO ~ $6,000

8 Hours Coverage

Second Photographer

4-5 Minute Film

Free Engagement Session

Drone Coverage

Online gallery delivery within 10 weeks

Minimum of 50 images per hour of coverage

Complete tone and color editing

Full photo and printing rights for all images

PREMIERE ~ $8,000

12 Hours Coverage

Second Photographer

5-7 Minute Film

Free Engagement Session

Raw Footage

Drone Coverage

Online gallery delivery within 10 weeks

Minimum of 50 images per hour of coverage

Complete tone and color editing

Full photo and printing rights for all images
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Can you explain the engagement session? 

No soon-to-be newlywed wants to feel camera shy on their actual wedding day so having 

this shoot is all for the FUN.  We want you two to be super comfortable with us being able 

to laugh, giggle, joke for a bit but also show us your love for each other without a care in 

the world. If we see something that we want you to do, we will let you know :) 

How long will it be? Where should we go?

The engagement shoot is one to two hours most of the time and definitely during “golden 

hour” which is the last hour before the sunsets. Location is something we will discuss 

because we do want something both gorgeous and helps tell your story.  Some options 

could be the beach, at the house, or urban. 

What’s the booking process in an overview? 

Phone Call or FaceTime to talk about you two, your wedding day, your vision, and what you’d like us to cover

If all is good from there, we will send over a contract for your review.

Sign contract and paid retainer paid books us for your wedding day! 

Phone call discussing engagement shoot locations and activities

Engagement shoot

Typically about a month before your wedding day we go through your timeline and finish your shot list.

Final phone call about two weeks before your wedding day to walk through the day and make sure timing is all finalized. 

Oh yeah, we chat with your coordinator as well about all other details and events that are important for us to capture :) 
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